
1. Introduction
In previous papers (Bašták Ďurán et al., 2014, 2018) the authors derived a turbulence scheme based on two prog-
nostic turbulence energies with the aim to parameterize turbulence and clouds in the atmospheric boundary layer 
(ABL) in a unified way.

The two-energy (2TE) approach originates in the work of S. S. Zilitinkevich et al. (2007) and S. Zilitinkevich 
et al. (2008, 2013), who proposed the usage of two turbulence energies in the stable boundary layer. In Bašták 
Ďurán et  al.  (2018), this work is extended to all atmospheric stabilities in the framework of Bašták Ďurán 
et  al.  (2014). The influence of moisture on turbulence mixing is also accounted for. The fundamental differ-
ence between the two-energy scheme and turbulence schemes with only one prognostic turbulence energy, the 
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turbulence kinetic energy (TKE), is in the computation of the stability parameter. While in TKE schemes (e.g., 
Cheng et al., 2002; Cuxart et al., 2000; Doms et al., 2018; Janjic, 2002), the stability parameter is computed 
only locally and diagnostically (e.g., gradient Richardson number, Ri), the stability parameter in the two-energy 
scheme is computed from the prognostic energies and is thus independent from local gradients and has a prog-
nostic character. A similar behavior was achieved in Bretherton and Park (2009) by extending their convective 
layers into stable regions and merging them if they overlap and by using averaged stability functions across each 
of these layers. The non-local and prognostic properties of the stability parameter lead to deeper mixing and 
transport across locally stable layers, which enables the two-energy scheme to model both turbulence and shallow 
convection (cloud depth is smaller than a prescribed value; see Sakradzija et al. (2020)) without an additional 
parameterization for non-local fluxes.

This is in contrast with the traditional separation of these processes into a local down-gradient parameterization 
(the turbulent fluxes are proportional to the local gradients) and a non-local parameterization (A. A. M. Holtslag 
& Moeng, 1991; Bechtold et al., 2001, 2014; Deardorff, 1972; Neggers, 2009; Neggers et al., 2009; Siebesma 
et al., 2007; Sušelj et al., 2012; Tiedtke, 1989), which complements the local mixing with transport caused by 
thermals. Even though such a separation of processes is more transparent and can be better controlled than a 
unified scheme, it can also introduce problems with compensating errors, and complicates the representation 
of interactions and transitions. Regarding these issues, the separation of the processes can be also avoided by 
using turbulence schemes with a Higher Order turbulence Closure (HOC), where the higher order moments 
enable the representation of non-local and counter-gradient transport (Bougeault, 1981; Golaz et al., 2002; Krue-
ger, 1988; Machulskaya & Mironov, 2013; Nakanishi & Niino, 2009). Compared to the two-energy scheme, the 
HOC schemes are more sophisticated and require thus shorter time steps due to numerical stability constraints, 
which makes them computationally more expensive.

It has been shown in Bašták Ďurán et al.  (2018) that the two energy scheme can successfully model shallow 
convection. However, the performance of the two-energy scheme is worse in stratocumulus cases, where it tends 
to overestimate the erosion of the stable layers (particularly at the top of the ABL) due to overmixing. To alle-
viate this problem, we update the computation of the stability parameter and of the turbulence length scale, and 
make  the vertical TKE transport dependent on the entropy potential temperature (Marquet, 2011).

A critical factor in the parameterization of ABL clouds is the influence of moisture and phase changes of water on 
turbulence mixing. In the two-energy scheme, this effect is represented through the influence of moisture (latent 
heat and changes in density) on the buoyancy term in the TKE equation. In the original scheme, the buoyancy 
term is expressed as a linear combination of co-variances for liquid water potential temperature and total specific 
water content according to Sommeria and Deardorff (1977) and Marquet and Geleyn (2013) with a skewness 
dependent heuristic adjustment. This heuristic approach is successful for modeling of the shallow convection 
regime, but lacks the universality to be used in all possible regimes in the ABL (e.g., stratocumulus cases and 
transition regimes).

Therefore, we couple the two-energy scheme to a simplified assumed probability density function (APDF) 
method (Bogenschutz & Krueger, 2013; Golaz et al., 2002; V. Larson et al., 2012; V. E. Larson et al., 2002), 
which offers a more universal representation of cloudy regimes. The APDF method is based on the assumed 
shape of the joint trivariate probability density function (PDF) of temperature, moisture and vertical velocity. 
Cloud related quantities, such as the buoyancy flux, are then computed in a consistent way from the joint PDF. 
The key parameter in  the estimation of the joint PDF is the vertical velocity skewness. The later is also related 
to the vertical transport of turbulence energies in their prognostic equations. We thus parameterize the vertical 
velocity skewness and the two vertical transport terms consistently with the same down-gradient closure.

A version of the two-energy scheme is used operationally in the ALADIN NWP model within the ALARO phys-
ical package (Termonia et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018) and is implemented in the Integrated Forecast System 
model developed at the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. In the present paper, the coupled 
2TE + APDF scheme is tested within the ICON (ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic) modeling framework (Crueger 
et al., 2018; Dipankar et al., 2015; Giorgetta et al., 2018; Heinze et al., 2017; Zängl et al., 2015).

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a general overview of our proposal to couple the two-energy 
scheme to the APDF method with additional updates to the computation of the stability parameter and the turbu-
lence length scale. The scheme is evaluated in Section 3 for idealized cases in the single column mode (SCM) and 
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the cloud resolving mode (CRM; Bašták Ďurán et al., 2021) of the ICON model, and for a real-case simulation in 
Section 4. We finish with a summary and conclusions in Section 5.

2. The 2TE Scheme Coupled to the APDF Method
2.1. The 2TE Scheme

We start by summarizing the key properties of the original 2TE scheme (Bašták Ďurán et al., 2018).

The turbulent fluxes in the 2TE scheme are parameterized using a down-gradient closure:

𝑢𝑢′𝑤𝑤′ = −𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀

𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
, 𝑣𝑣′𝑤𝑤′ = −𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀

𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
, (1)

𝜃𝜃′
𝑙𝑙
𝑤𝑤′ = −𝐾𝐾𝐻𝐻

𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃𝑙𝑙

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
, 𝑞𝑞′

𝑡𝑡
𝑤𝑤′ = −𝐾𝐾𝐻𝐻

𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
 (2)

𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀 = 𝐶𝐶𝐾𝐾 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿3 (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 ) .
√

𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘, (3)

𝐾𝐾𝐻𝐻 = 𝐶𝐶3 𝐶𝐶𝐾𝐾 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿3 (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 ) .
√

𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘, (4)

where u, v, and w are the wind components, θl is the liquid water potential temperature, qt is total specific water 
content, z is the height, KM and KH are the exchange coefficients for momentum and heat, L is the turbulence 
length scale, ek is the TKE, χ3 and ϕ3 are stability functions for momentum and heat with:

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓 ≡ −
𝐵𝐵

𝑆𝑆
, (5)

𝑆𝑆 = −𝑢𝑢′𝑤𝑤′
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
− 𝑣𝑣′𝑤𝑤′

𝜕𝜕𝑣𝑣

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
, (6)

𝐵𝐵 =
𝑔𝑔

𝜌𝜌0
𝑤𝑤′𝜌𝜌′ ≈ 𝐸𝐸𝜃𝜃𝑙𝑙

𝑤𝑤′𝜃𝜃′
𝑙𝑙
+ 𝐸𝐸𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡

𝑤𝑤′𝑞𝑞′
𝑡𝑡
, (7)

where Rif is the flux Richardson number, S and B are the shear production term and the buoyancy production/
destruction term in the prognostic turbulence equations, g is the gravitational acceleration, ρ is air density, and 
ρ0 is the reference air density, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝜃𝜃𝑙𝑙

 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡
 are weights computed from the sub-grid-scale cloud fraction, Csgr, 

according to Marquet and Geleyn  (2013) with a skewness dependent heuristic adjustment (see Bašták Ďurán 
et al., 2018), C3 is the inverse of the Prandtl number at neutrality, and CK (see Cheng et al., 2002) is a closure 
constant. Csgr is estimated by using the Gaussian formulation of Sommeria and Deardorff (1977).

The prognostic equations for the turbulence energies are used in the following form:

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
=

𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
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)
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, (8)
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, (9)
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(
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)

, (10)
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2
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√
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)

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
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𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝑓𝑓
=

𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 − 𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘

𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 + 𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘

(

𝐶𝐶
4

2𝐶𝐶
3

− 1

) ,
 (14)

𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘
= 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠

= 𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘
𝑤𝑤′2𝜏𝜏𝑘𝑘, (15)

where es is the second prognostic energy, τk and τs are the dissipation time scales for ek and es, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑓𝑓

 is an estimate 
of Rif (see Bašták Ďurán et al., 2018), based on the two prognostic energies, C4, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘

= 0.1 , and Cϵ are closure 
constants; and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘

 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠
 are the turbulent diffusion coefficients for ek and es. For the sake of simplicity it is 

assumed that 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠
  = 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘

 .

The χ3 and ϕ3 stability functions are then computed using the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑓𝑓

 estimate of the flux Richardson number:

𝜙𝜙3

(

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝑓𝑓

)

=

1 − 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑓𝑓

∕𝑃𝑃

1 −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑓𝑓

, (16)

𝜒𝜒3

(

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝑓𝑓

)

=

1 −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑓𝑓

∕𝑅𝑅

1 −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑓𝑓

, (17)

where P and R are either constants or functions of Rif depending on the complexity of the chosen scheme (for 
details, see Bašták Ďurán et al. (2014)). In this paper we use P = 0.367 and R = 0.334.

The turbulence length scale is computed as a combination of two length scale formulations:

𝐿𝐿 = min (𝐿𝐿1, 𝐿𝐿2) , (18)

where L1 is computed from the ABL height, Habl (Cedilnik, 2005):

�1 =
(�� ��)

1
4

��

��

1 + ��
��

[

1+ exp
(

−��
√ �

�abl
+ ��

)

�� +exp
(

−��
√ �

�abl
+ ��

)

]

 (19)

and L2 is given by balance between TKE and local stability (Bougeault & Lacarrere, 1989):

𝐿𝐿2 =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

𝐿𝐿
−

4

5

up + 𝐿𝐿
−

4

5

down

2

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

−
5

4

. (20)

κ is the von Kármán constant; am = 7.5, bm = 3.0, βm = 0.11, and λm = 350 are constants; and Lup and Ldown are the 
upward and the downward free paths.

2.1.1. Issues With the Original 2TE Scheme

The 2TE scheme works well for shallow convection cases, however it tends to overestimate the erosion of stable 
layers due to overmixing, which influences the performance of the scheme particularly in stratocumulus cases. 
We have identified the causes of the overmixing in stable layers in the original version of the scheme. First, the 
non-local stability parameter did not consider local stratification, which lead to its underestimation and subse-
quent overmixing. Second, the scheme lacked an internal parameter that could distinguish between a shallow 
convection and a stratocumulus regime, thus the scheme could not be calibrated in this respect. And third, the 
turbulence length scale formulation was not flexible enough to adjust to all possible regimes in the ABL.

2.2. Update of the 2TE Scheme

2.2.1. The Stability Parameter

In order to re-introduce the effect of the local stratification into the 2TE scheme, the stability parameter is 
computed as a combination of a non-local and a local estimation of the flux Richardson number:
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𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
∗

𝑓𝑓
= 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅

𝑓𝑓
+

(

1 − 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓

)

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝑓𝑓 (21)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑓𝑓

 is the non-local estimate computed from the prognostic energies (see Equation 14) and

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅

𝑓𝑓
=

𝐾𝐾𝐻𝐻

(

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅

𝑓𝑓

)

𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀

(

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅

𝑓𝑓

)𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =

𝐶𝐶3𝑅𝑅

(

𝑃𝑃 −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅

𝑓𝑓

)

𝑅𝑅

(

𝑃𝑃 −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅

𝑓𝑓

) 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 (22)

is the local estimate calculation from local gradients, where Ri is the gradient Richardson number, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓
= 0.8 

is a calibration constant. 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴∗
𝑓𝑓
 is used instead of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝑓𝑓
 in the calculation of the χ3 and ϕ3 stability functions in 

Equations 16 and 17.

2.2.2. The Entropy Potential Temperature

Recently, it has been shown that the entropy potential temperature, θs, (potential temperature that has the same 
conservative properties as the moist entropy; see Marquet (2011) and Marquet and Geleyn (2013)) can be used 
to distinguish between the shallow convection regime and the stratocumulus regime (Marquet & Bechtold, 2020; 
Marquet & Stevens, 2021).

We exploit this fact by making the vertical exchange coefficient for turbulence energies dependent on the vertical 
flux of the entropy potential temperature, 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤′𝜃𝜃′𝑠𝑠 . The extension is made by using the expression for 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤′3 according 
to the A1 part of Equations 14a and 14d in Canuto et al. (2007), where we replace the potential heat flux with 

𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤′𝜃𝜃′𝑠𝑠 :

𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘
= 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠

=

(

𝐶𝐶
𝑤𝑤′2

𝑤𝑤′2 + 𝐶𝐶𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠

𝑔𝑔

𝜃𝜃0
𝑤𝑤′𝜃𝜃′𝑠𝑠𝜏𝜏𝑘𝑘

)

𝜏𝜏𝑘𝑘, (23)

𝑤𝑤′𝜃𝜃′𝑠𝑠 = (1 + Λ𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡)𝑤𝑤′𝜃𝜃′
𝑙𝑙
+ Λ 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠𝑤𝑤′𝑞𝑞′

𝑡𝑡
 (24)

𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 = 𝜃𝜃𝑙𝑙exp (Λ 𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡) (25)

where θ0 is the reference potential temperature, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑤𝑤′2

 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠
 are calibration constants, and Λ = 5.87 is a closure 

constant. Thanks to the dependence on 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤′𝜃𝜃′𝑠𝑠 , the vertical transport of the turbulence energies is stronger in the 
shallow convection cases and weaker in the stratocumulus cases.

2.2.3. The Turbulence Length Scale

To make the turbulence length scale more flexible and at the same time more continuous in time and space, we 
compute the turbulence length scale from the ABL height according to Equation 19 (with modified calibration 
constants: am = 10.0, bm = 4.5, and λm = 600):

𝐿𝐿 =

(𝐶𝐶𝐾𝐾 𝐶𝐶𝜖𝜖)

1

4

𝐶𝐶𝐾𝐾

𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅

1 +
𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅

𝜆𝜆𝑚𝑚

[

1+exp

(

−𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚

√

𝜅𝜅

𝐻𝐻abl

+𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚

)

𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚+exp

(

−𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚

√

𝜅𝜅

𝐻𝐻abl

+𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚

)

]

. (26)

The ABL height is estimated from the balance between TKE and local stability (Bougeault & Lacarrere, 1989). 
More specifically, the ABL height is dependent on the vertical integral of the upward free path, Lup:

�abl = ����ℎ∫
�

�����, (27)

where Cablh = 1.75 is a calibration constant.
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Following results from Bašták Ďurán et al. (2020), the asymptotic behavior 
in the free atmosphere of the turbulence length scale is also adjusted. The βm 
parameter is dependent on the bulk gradient of the entropy potential temper-
ature in the lower part of the atmosphere:

Δ𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 ≤ 𝐶𝐶𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚
∶ 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚 = 𝛽𝛽

𝑢𝑢
𝑚𝑚, (28)

(

Δ𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 ≥ 𝐶𝐶𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚

)

&

(

Δ𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 ≤ −𝐶𝐶𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚

)

∶ 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚 =
𝛽𝛽𝑢𝑢
𝑚𝑚

2

(

1 −
Δ𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠

𝐶𝐶𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚

)

, (29)

Δ𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 > 𝐶𝐶𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚
∶ 𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚 = 0, (30)

Δ𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 = 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 (𝑧𝑧 = 1.5𝐻𝐻abl) − 𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠 (𝑧𝑧 = 0) (31)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑢𝑢
𝑚𝑚 = 0.07 and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝛽𝛽𝑚𝑚

= 0.005 is a calibration constant. In this way the 
turbulence length scale converges in the free atmosphere to zero in the stable 
cases and stratocumulus cases and to a non-zero asymptotic value in the shal-
low convection cases.

2.3. Coupling of the 2TE Scheme With the APDF Method

The core of the APDF method is a joint trivariate PDF (w, θl, and qt), which is 
used to close the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations by computing 
the higher order moments and buoyancy terms via analytic integration of 
the PDF. To keep our turbulence scheme relatively simple, we don't use the 
whole potential of the APDF method and employ it only for the computation 
of the buoyancy source term in the TKE equation (similarly to Bogenschutz 
and Krueger (2013)). The internal cloud fraction of the APDF method can be 
used for further diagnostics.

The joint PDF is a simplified double Gaussian (for details, see Golaz 
et al. (2002)):

����� (�, ��, ��) = ��1 (�, ��, ��) +

(1 − �)�2 (�, ��, ��) ,
 (32)

where G1 and G2 are individual trivariate Gaussians. The above PDF has 10 
free parameters: the relative weight of the first Gaussian, a, the locations and 
the widths of the w, θl, and qt Gaussians; and the intra-Gaussian correlation 

between θl and qt. The free parameters need to be determined at each location and time step from the model 
state, which is characterized by the mean values of w, θl, and qt, their second order moments, and the skewness 
of vertical velocity.

In our coupled simplified implementation, the mean values 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤 , 𝐴𝐴 𝜃𝜃𝑙𝑙 and 𝐴𝐴 𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡 ; and the turbulent fluxes 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤′𝜃𝜃′
𝑙𝑙
 , 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤′𝑞𝑞′

𝑡𝑡
 , 

and 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤′2 are available from the two-energy scheme, but the remaining second order moments and the third order 
moment of the vertical velocity need to be diagnosed (see Figure 1 for an illustration of the coupling). For the 
former, we use the diagnostic form of the equations for the second order moments (see, e.g., Equations 36–38 in 
Bašták Ďurán et al. (2018)):

𝑞𝑞′
𝑡𝑡
𝜃𝜃′
𝑙𝑙

𝜏𝜏𝑘𝑘
𝐶𝐶
4

2𝐶𝐶
3

= −
𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃𝑙𝑙

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝑤𝑤′𝑞𝑞′

𝑡𝑡
−

𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝑤𝑤′𝜃𝜃′

𝑙𝑙
, (33)

2𝑞𝑞′2
𝑡𝑡

𝜏𝜏𝑘𝑘
𝐶𝐶
4

2𝐶𝐶
3

= −
𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞𝑡𝑡

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝑤𝑤′𝑞𝑞′

𝑡𝑡
, (34)

Figure 1. Schematics of the assumed probability density function (APDF) 
method. In the coupled 2TE + APDF scheme, only the outputted flux of the 
virtual potential temperature, 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤′𝜃𝜃′𝑣𝑣 , is actively used.
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2𝜃𝜃′2
𝑙𝑙

𝜏𝜏𝑘𝑘
𝐶𝐶
4

2𝐶𝐶
3

= −
𝜕𝜕𝜃𝜃𝑙𝑙

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝑤𝑤′𝜃𝜃′

𝑙𝑙 (35)

and the third order moment of the vertical velocity is estimated using a down-gradient closure, consistent with the 
expression for the turbulent transport of ek and es:

𝑤𝑤′3 = −𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝜕𝑤𝑤′2

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
. (36)

The coupling of the 2TE scheme to the APDF method is then finalized by using the buoyancy source term 
obtained from the trivariate PDF (see Figure 1) in the TKE equation:

𝐵𝐵 =
𝑔𝑔

𝜃𝜃0
𝑤𝑤′𝜃𝜃′𝑣𝑣, (37)

�′�′� = �′�′� +
1 − �0
�0

�0�′�′�+

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

��

��

(

�0
�

)

��

�� − �0
�0

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

�′�′� ,
 (38)

where the vertical turbulent flux of the liquid water content, 𝐴𝐴 𝑤𝑤′𝑞𝑞′
𝑙𝑙
 , is computed from the trivariate PDF according 

to Equation A13 in V. E. Larson et al. (2002).

3. Idealized Simulations
To evaluate our turbulence scheme we implemented it into the ICON modeling system. The ICON model is a 
fully compressible model that performs computations in grid-point space on geodesic Delaunay grids with C-type 
staggering (Zängl et al., 2015). A comprehensive description of the ICON model can be found in the referenced 
articles. For the sake of brevity, we will not give an in-depth introduction of the ICON model. We only high-
light that the local down-gradient turbulent mixing is parameterized via a TKE closure scheme (Cerenzia, 2017; 
Doms et al., 2013) and that the convection scheme for both shallow and deep convection is based on a mass-flux 
scheme, where the entrainment and detrainment include contributions from turbulent and organized parts (Bech-
told et al., 2008).

The 2TE + APDF scheme was first tested on four idealized cases, all developed by the Global Energy and Water 
Cycle Experiment (GEWEX): the drizzling stratocumulus case based on the first research flight (RF01) of the 
second Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus (DYCOMS-II) field study (Stevens et al., 2005), the 
continental cumulus case based on measurements over the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program 
Cloud and Radiation Testbed (CART) site in Oklahoma (Brown et al., 2002; Lenderink et al., 2004), the trade 
wind cumulus case based on observations from the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment 
(BOMEX; Siebesma et al., 2003), and the fourth test case is based on the GEWEX Atmospheric Boundary Layer 
Study (GABLS1) project (Beare et al., 2006; B. Holtslag, 2006; Cuxart et al., 2006). This particular set of cases 
was chosen to evaluate the skill of the 2TE + APDF scheme to handle regimes with clouds in the ABL: shallow 
convection (ARM and BOMEX) and stratocumulus (DYCOMS-II). The weakly stable case (GABLS1) should 
verify whether the 2TE + APDF scheme is useable also in stable conditions.

The idealized cases were tested on the SCM and CRM configuration of ICON (Bašták Ďurán et al., 2021). The 
SCM configuration basically runs on a single column with deactivated dynamics. The CRM configuration is 
forced identically to the SCM (same boundary conditions and atmospheric forcings), but runs with activated 
dynamics in 3D on a 100 × 100 torus grid with grid spacing of 5 km. The SCM was chosen to analyze the impact 
of physical parameterization on the model performance without interaction with dynamics. The CRM includes 
the interactions with dynamics, but the large scale forcings and boundary conditions are still idealized. All SCM 
simulations are performed with a 5 s time step, and the same vertical grid as used for the operational numerical 
weather forecasts, with 90 atmospheric levels, the model top at 75 km and 14 levels in the lowest 2 km.
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In our experiments, we use two sets of physical parameterization setups: the 
NWP setup—the ICON setup according to the operational model version that 
is valid since 14 April 2021 (Zängl & Schäfer, 2021) and the 2TE + APDF 
setup—same as the NWP setup, but the NWP atmospheric turbulence 
and convection parameterizations are deactivated and replaced with the 
2TE + APDF scheme. Our goal here is to show that 2TE + APDF scheme is 
able to replace both turbulence and convection parameterization in selected 
cases.

The SCM and CRM results for the above cases were compared with results 
from the large eddy simulation (LES) model MicroHH (C. van Heerwaarden 
et al., 2017; C. C. van Heerwaarden et al., 2017). In the ARM, BOMEX, and 
DYCOMS-II simulation MicroHH runs with moist thermodynamics and in 

the GABLS simulation with dry thermodynamics. Parameterization of radiation and microphysics was used only 
in the DYCOMS-II case. These processes were deactivated in the remaining cases. The setups of the idealized 
cases follow the recommendation in their respective inter-comparison studies and are summarized in Table 1. The 
LES statistics were averaged over the whole horizontal domain in space and over 1 hr in time.

Figure 2 shows the vertical profiles of the horizontal wind speed, the liquid water potential temperature, θl, the 
total specific water content, qt, and the cloud fraction, C, for the LES, the SCM and the CRM. The 2TE + APDF 
scheme shows a comparable overall performance to the ICON NWP setup. The NWP setup is however able 
to maintain sharper gradients, which is visible mainly in the wind profiles and for the DYCOMS-II case. The 
overmixing at the top of the ABL in stratocumulus cases was a pronounced problem in the original 2TE scheme 
(Bašták Ďurán et al., 2018). The 2TE + APDF scheme does not produce such sharp gradients as the NWP setup, 
but it is able to model the DYCOMS-II case in a realistic way (close to the LES reference). This is a significant 
improvement compared to the original 2TE scheme. The advantage of the 2TE + APDF scheme compared to 
the NWP setup is better (lower) ABL height in the GABLS1 case and it does not overmix (as the NWP setup) 
in the ARM and BOMEX cases. Both setups tend to overestimate the cloud fraction in the DYCOMS-II and the 
BOMEX cases. In the ARM case, the vertical extend of the cloud fraction is better (deeper) for the NWP setup, 
but the 2TE + APDF scheme has a better estimate near the cloud base.

Similar to the results with the 2TE scheme (Bašták Ďurán et al., 2018), the vertical profiles with the 2TE + APDF 
scheme are more continuous in space. This is particularly visible in the cloud fraction profiles. The NWP setup, 
which uses a mass-flux based scheme for the parameterization of convection, generates jagged profiles. This is 
a consequence of the on-off behavior of the mass-flux scheme (Bašták Ďurán et al., 2018) that is caused by the 
combination of the too fast mixing (immediate non-local mixing) and a relatively sensitive triggering mechanism 
in the convection scheme. The 2TE + APDF scheme is more continuous in space (and time), because its mixing 
is controlled via a pair of prognostic turbulence energies and not via a trigger mechanism.

These properties are even more visible in the evolution of the cloud fraction and TKE, which are presented in 
Figures 3 and 4. Since TKE is a measure of the turbulence mixing intensity, it is clear that the turbulent mixing 
in the NWP setup is influenced by the activity of the convection scheme. This results in bursts of turbulence 
mixing, which are not present in the LES reference. The 2TE + APDF scheme does not suffer from such behav-
ior, because it is not linked to any convection scheme. Thanks to the unified parameterization of turbulence and 
convection in the ABL, the 2TE + APDF scheme has a closer coupling to the dynamics of the model when the 
dynamics is activated (see Section 4). The comparison between the SCM and the CRM shows, that the dynamics 
in the selected idealized cases increases the vertically transport. In general, this is beneficial for the NWP setup, 
which was calibrated to function together with the dynamics. The influence of dynamics on the vertical transport 
in the 2TE + APDF scheme is weaker, because the 2TE + APDF scheme does not generate such strong vertical 
gradients. The influence of the dynamics on the horizontal transport will be analyzed in Section 4.

In general, the results show that the 2TE + APDF scheme can be used instead of a combination of the operational 
turbulence and convection schemes. The advantage of the current 2TE + APDF scheme is in its more continuous 
behavior. It does, however, not have the ability to maintain such sharp gradients as the NWP setup and it also 
mixes slower and sometimes shallower than the mass-flux scheme. It is possible that calibration could mitigate 
these two disadvantages.

Case lx × ly (km × km) Δlxy (m) lz (m) Δlz (m) Tint (hr)

ARM 6.4 × 6.4 100 4,400 34.75 14

BOMEX 6.4 × 6.4 100 3,000 46.875 16

DYCOMS-II 4.096 × 4.096 32 1,500 11.71875 16

GABLS1 0.4 × 0.4 3.125 400 3.125 9

Table 1 
Horizontal (lx and ly) and Vertical Domain Size (lz), Horizontal (Δlxy) and 
Vertical Resolution (Δlz), and Integration Time (Tint) for the Large Eddy 
Simulation Runs
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The internal properties of the updated 2TE + APDF scheme are illustrated in Figure 5. The first column shows a 
comparison of the vertical profiles of the 2TE + APDF turbulence length scale (Equation 26) and the diagnosed 
2TE turbulence length scale (Equation 18) in ICON SCM simulations. Clearly, the biggest difference is in the 
asymptotic values above the ABL top. The 2TE turbulence length scale converges always to zero thanks to the 
influence of the TKE based L2 length scale. In comparison, the asymptotic values of the 2TE + APDF turbulence 
length scale is zero only for the stable GABLS1 case. It is larger for the DYCOMS-II stratocumulus case and 
is largest for the ARM and BOMEX shallow convection cases. This corresponds to the intended design of the 

Figure 2. Vertical profiles of the horizontal wind speed (a, e, i, m), the liquid water potential temperature (b, f, j, n), the total specific content of water (c, g, k), and the 
cloud fraction (d, h, l) for Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM), Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX), Dynamics and Chemistry 
of Marine Stratocumulus (DYCOMS-II), and GEWEX Atmospheric Boundary Layer Study (GABLS1) cases after 8 hr of integration. Comparison between large eddy 
simulation (LES; black), ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic single column mode (ICON SCM; solid line) and cloud resolving mode (CRM; dashed line) with operational 
setup (blue), and ICON SCM (solid line) and CRM (dashed line) with 2TE + APDF scheme (red).
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scheme, where the top entrainment, which is strongly influenced by the turbulence length scale above the ABL 
top, should be small for stable and stratocumulus cases and should increase for shallow convection cases. In the 
second column, the comparison between the stability parameter used in the 2TE + APDF scheme, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴∗

𝑓𝑓
 (Equa-

tion 21 and the one used in the original 2TE scheme, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑓𝑓

 (Equation 14), is also shown. Evidently, using 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑓𝑓

 
results in a more intensive and deeper mixing than using the local stability parameter 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴

𝑓𝑓
 (Equation 22). As 

mentioned above, this leads to over-mixing in the original 2TE scheme, specifically for stratocumulus cases. The 

Figure 3. Evolution of the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) for the same simulations as in Figure 2. Comparison between large eddy simulation (LES) (a, f, k, p), 
ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic single column mode (ICON SCM) (b, g, l, q), and cloud resolving mode (CRM) (d, i, n, s) with operational setup, and ICON SCM (c, h, 
m, r) and CRM (e, j, o, t) with 2TE + APDF scheme.

Figure 4. As in Figure 3, but evolution of the cloud fraction and without the GEWEX Atmospheric Boundary Layer Study (GABLS1) case.
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Figure 5.
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combined 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴∗
𝑓𝑓
 still results in stronger mixing like for 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝑓𝑓
 , which enables the scheme to parameterize shallow 

convection, but it is also influenced by local stratification. Third column shows the representation of the vertical 
turbulent transport and pressure correlation terms (see first term on the right hand side in Equation 9) in the 
2TE + APDF scheme compared to the LES reference. While the magnitude of these terms tends to be too large 
(particularly for the BOMEX case), the shape of their vertical profiles resembles the profiles in the LES reference.

Please note that the computation of cloud fraction in the current simulations is not a part of the 2TE + APDF 
scheme, but an integral part of the NWP setup. Adjustment of the cloud fraction computation could also lead to 
an improvement of the 2TE + APDF scheme in this respect. For example, the internal cloud fraction obtained 
from the APDF method could contribute to the cloud fraction computation.

4. Real Case Simulations
Next, the 2TE + APDF scheme was tested on a real case to show that it can be used also in realistic three-dimen-
sional simulations. For this purpose, we have chosen a case of summertime convection over land on the edge of a 
high pressure system from the observational Field Experiment on Submesoscale Spatio-Temporal VAriability in 
Lindenberg (see http://fesstval.de/) in eastern Germany 13 June 2021 starting at 00 UTC.

ICON was run in the limited area mode (LAM) for 24 hr with a time step of 10 s. Initial and lateral bound-
ary conditions were taken from the operational weather forecast of the German Weather Service, ICON-EU, at 
6.5 km horizontal resolution. The simulation was run in a 1-way nested configuration. The ICON LAM used a 
limited area grid over a circular domain with a radius of about 100 km centered at Falkenberg, Germany. The grid 
has 65 vertical levels and the horizontal grid spacing of about 2 km.

ICON in the large eddy mode (LEM; Bašták Ďurán et al., 2021; Dipankar et al., 2015; Heinze et al., 2017) was 
used as a reference. The ICON-LEM was run in a limited-area setup similar to ICON-LAM, but forced by the 
ICON-D2 operational forecasts and with an LEM physics setup (Dipankar et al., 2015). Please note that ICON-
D2 is forced by ICON-EU. Four two-way nested grids with sequentially increasing horizontal resolution with 
about 600 m, 300 m, 150 m and 75 m were used. The four circular domains are centered around Falkenberg and 
cover an area with a radius of about 12 km for the inner-most grid. The time step was increased from 20 to 5 s 
with an increase in model resolution. Results were stored every 15 min.

Data computed on the second (DOM2) and the third (DOM3) ICON LEM domains were used for the evaluation of 
the ICON LAM results. The DOM3 data were used for evaluation of vertical profiles and height-time plots, where 
the ICON LEM statistics were calculated by averaging over 1 hr in time and over a rectangular region displayed in 
Figure 6. In order to obtain TKE that corresponds to the grid spacing of the ICON LAM a coarse graining method 
was used to compute TKE from ICON LEM data (see e.g., Bašták Ďurán et al., 2020; Honnert, 2016; Sakradzija 
et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018). The horizontal grid spacing of the coarsened rectangular domain (see Figure 6) 
roughly corresponds to the horizontal triangular grid spacing of the ICON LAM domain (grid areas are similar). 
For consistency, the ICON LAM data used in the vertical profiles and height-time plots were also obtained by 
horizontally averaging over the grid points inside the rectangular domain.

The horizontal and vertical cross sections of ICON LEM are displayed on DOM2 since it covers a larger region 
(see Figure 6).

Beside the NWP setup and 2TE + APDF scheme, the ICON model in the LAM was run also in an NWP setup 
with deactivated convection scheme (marked as NWP nC). This setup was run to verify the role of the convection 
scheme in the coupling between the turbulence scheme and the dynamics in the NWP setup.

Figure 7 shows the vertical profiles of the horizontal wind speed, the liquid water potential temperature, the 
total specific content of water, and the liquid water content, ql, for ICON in the LEM and ICON in the LAM for 

Figure 5. Vertical profiles of the turbulence length scales (a, d, g, j), the estimates of the flux Richardson number (b, e, h, k), and the sum of the turbulent transport 
(TT) and pressure correlation (PC) terms in the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) equation (c, f, i, l) for the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM), Barbados 
Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX), Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus (DYCOMS-II), and GEWEX Atmospheric Boundary 
Layer Study (GABLS1) cases after 6 hr of integration in ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic single column mode (ICON SCM) using the 2TE + APDF scheme. First column: 
comparison between 2TE + APDF length scale formulation (see Equation 26; blue) and the 2TE turbulence length scale formulation (see Equation 18; only diagnosed; 
red). Second column: comparison between 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴∗

𝑓𝑓
 (see Equation 21; blue), 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

𝑓𝑓
 (see Equation 14; red), and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴

𝑓𝑓
 (see Equation 22; orange). Third column: comparison 

between large eddy simulation (LES; black) and ICON SCM (first term on the right hand side of Equation 9; blue).

http://fesstval.de/
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the three configurations. The evolution of TKE is presented in Figure 8. Both plots confirm the results obtained 
for the idealized cases: the results for the 2TE + APDF scheme are more continuous in space and time, and the 
mixing is deeper for the NWP setup than for the 2TE + APDF scheme. The advantage of the mass-flux based 
convection scheme to mix also in a locally counter-gradient or non-gradient way is visible when it is compared 
with the NWP setup with deactivated convection. Namely, it is able to mimic ICON LEM in increasing vertical 
gradients of the liquid water potential temperature and the total specific content of water at the top of the ABL.

Horizontal cross-sections of the vertical velocity, the liquid water content and the surface turbulent heat fluxes 
for all configurations are compared to the ICON LEM in Figure 9. The 2TE + APDF scheme gives rise to elon-
gated horizontal structures that resemble boundary-layer rolls that are very similar to the coherent flow structures 
produced by the ICON LEM at finer spatial scales. The resolved flow interacts (convergence and divergence) 
with these coherent structures and shows a good coupling between the 2TE + APDF scheme and the ICON 

Figure 6. The second (DOM2—light gray shading) and third (DOM3—dark gray shading) horizontal domains used for 
the ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic large eddy mode (ICON LEM) simulations. Triangular grid used for the ICON limited 
area mode (LAM) simulation is displayed with gray lines. The rectangular domain, on which the ICON LEM statistics are 
computed, is displayed with thick black lines. Thin black lines show the grid spacing of the coarsened grid that is used for the 
computation of turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) for ICON LEM.

Figure 7. Vertical profiles of the horizontal wind speed (a), the liquid water potential temperature (b), the total specific content of water (c), and the liquid water 
content (d) for real case simulation over the Lindeberg Observatory starting on 13.06.2021 after 10 hr of integration, starting at 00 UTC. Comparison between 
ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic large eddy mode (ICON LEM; black) and ICON limited area mode (LAM) with the NWP setup (blue), with the NWP setup with 
deactivated convection scheme (cyan), and with 2TE + APDF scheme (red).
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dynamical core. Clouds are formed at the top of the updraft flanks of the coherent roll structures (Figures 9e–9h) 
and imprint on the surface turbulent heat fluxes (Figures 9c, 9g, 9k, and 9o, 9m–9p and 9i–9l).

The NWP setup produces a different mode of organized resolved flow with structures that are oriented perpendic-
ular to the horizontal wind direction and are less regular compared to the 2TE + APDF scheme. A striking feature 
of the NWP simulation is an undisturbed resolved horizontal flow that is decoupled from the coherent structures 
in the vertical velocity, the cloud field and the surface heat fluxes. This is also apparent from the evolution of the 
TKE in Figure 8. To locate the source of such model behavior in the NWP setup, we make a comparison with 
the NWP setup with deactivated convection scheme (Figures 9c, 9f, 9i, and 9l). The deactivation of convection in 
the latter simulation shows a decrease in coherency and regularity in the boundary layer compared to the NWP 
setup. This signifies that it is not sufficient to deactivate convection to achieve a better representation of the flow 
organization. The convection scheme actually increases the organization, but the character of the organization 
differs from the organization in the ICON LEM reference.

To get a more detailed view of the convective coherent structures that span across the depth of the boundary layer, 
we plotted also the vertical cross-sections of the vertical velocity and the liquid water content (Figure 10) along 
the horizontal line across the modeling domain indicated in Figure 9. The 2TE + APDF scheme produces roll 
structures that resemble those in ICON LEM in their spatial extent and strength, and a similar pattern in coupling 
to the clouds and ABL mixing. The NWP setups produce a weaker resolved flow and no apparent coherency in 
the ABL. Consequently, the cloud layer is more homogeneous compared to the ICON LEM and the 2TE + APDF 
scheme.

Based on the result from this real case, we can reiterate that the 2TE + APDF scheme can be used instead of a 
combination of the operational turbulence and convection scheme. While the later setup has the advantage of 
deeper and possible locally counter-gradient mixing, the APDF scheme has a more continuous behavior in time 
and space. This property is a direct consequence of using a pair of prognostic turbulence energies as the core 
control mechanism for turbulent mixing.

We assume that the usage of prognostic turbulence energies plays also a role in the good coupling between 
the 2TE  +  APDF scheme and the dynamics of the ICON model, which enables modeling of coherent flow 
structures in the ABL that resemble coherent structures in ICON LEM. The other factor in this coupling is that 
the 2TE + APDF scheme models the turbulence and convection in the ABL in a unified way. The inability of 
the  NWP setup to model similar coherent flow structures is probably caused by inconsistencies, which are intro-
duced by the separation of these processes.

Figure 8. Evolution of the turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) for the same simulations as in Figure 7. Comparison between ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic large eddy mode 
(ICON LEM) (a) and ICON limited area mode (LAM) with the NWP setup (b), with the NWP setup with deactivated convection scheme (c), and with 2TE + APDF 
scheme (d).
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Figure 9. Horizontal cross sections of the vertical velocity (a–d) and the liquid water content (e–h) at the 44th model level 
height (approx. 1,900 m above the surface) and the latent heat flux (i–l) and the sensible heat flux (m–p) at the surface. 
Vector field of the horizontal velocity at the corresponding height is depicted with arrows. Black line indicates location of the 
vertical cross sections in Figure 10. Visualization of the same simulations as in Figure 7.
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We expect that the coupling between the 2TE + APDF scheme and the dynamics would be even further improved 
if the prognostic energies would be advected by the dynamics, which is currently not the case.

5. Summary and Conclusion
We have presented an update of the two-energy scheme (Bašták Ďurán et al., 2018). The original scheme suffered 
from a major deficiency: the overestimation of the erosion of stable layers due to overmixing, particularly in stra-
tocumulus cases. We have identified the three causes for this problem: (a) the non-local stability parameter did 
not consider local stratification; (b) a lack of an internal parameter in the scheme that could distinguish between 
a shallow convection and a stratocumulus regime; and (c) an inflexible turbulence length scale formulation. All 
these causes are addressed in the update of the scheme by: (a) combining the non-local stability parameter with 
a local stability parameter; (b) using the turbulent flux and the bulk vertical gradient of the entropy potential 
temperature to distinguish between a shallow convection regime and a stratocumulus regime; and (c) an update 
of the turbulence length scale formulation. The original 2TE scheme was further coupled to the APDF method in 
order to achieve a more consistent and more universal representation of cloudy regimes. We coined the updated 
scheme as the 2TE + APDF scheme.

Figure 10. Vertical cross sections of the vertical velocity (a–d) and the liquid water content (e–h) along the cross section indicated by black line in Figure 9. Vector 
field of the along cross section relative (relative to domain mean) horizontal velocity and the vertical velocity is depicted with arrows. Black line indicates height of the 
horizontal cross sections in Figure 9. Visualization of the same simulations as in Figure 7.
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The updated turbulence scheme was evaluated for several idealized cases and one selected real case in the ICON 
modeling framework. There, the 2TE + APDF scheme was compared to the LES reference and the operational 
ICON model configuration, which consists of a prognostic TKE turbulence scheme (Cerenzia,  2017; Doms 
et al., 2013) and a mass-flux based convection scheme (Bechtold et al., 2008).

Compared to the original version of the scheme, the 2TE + APDF scheme is able to correct the overmixing at 
the top of the ABL in the stratocumulus case. The performance of the 2TE + APDF scheme is comparable to the 
operational ICON setup and can be thus used instead of combination of the operational turbulence and convection 
scheme in ICON. The ICON operational setup is able to mix faster and deeper and to maintain sharper gradients 
than the 2TE + APDF scheme, which can be sometimes beneficial. On the other hand, the 2TE + APDF scheme 
has a more continuous behavior in time and space. This feature is particularly important when looking at the 
evolution and the spatial structure of the ABL.

A demonstration of this fact is the ability of the 2TE + APDF scheme to model coherent flow structures in the 
ABL that resemble coherent structures in the LES for the selected real case. We assume that this is due to a better 
coupling between the 2TE + APDF scheme and the dynamics of the ICON model, which is due to the prognostic 
character of the 2TE + APDF scheme and its unified approach to modeling of turbulence and clouds in the ABL.

In the future, we plan to test the 2TE + APDF scheme thoroughly on several three-dimensional real cases and to 
investigate the capabilities of the 2TE + APDF scheme to model various coherent structures in the ABL. For this, 
the 2TE + APDF scheme will be extended to include the advection of the prognostic energies. We also plan to 
utilize the internal cloud fraction based on the APDF for a better estimation of the cloud fraction.

Data Availability Statement
The data for this study were generated with the large eddy simulation model MicroHH, which are openly availa-
ble in Zenodo at https://zenodo.org/record/822842 (C. C. van Heerwaarden et al., 2017). The configuration files, 
outputs, and visualization scripts for the ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic (ICON) simulations are openly available in 
Zenodo at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6403030 (Bašták Ďurán et al., 2022). The code of the 2TE + APDF 
scheme in ICON, together with the configuration for the idealized cases and the python scripts for the generation 
of the forcing can be accessed after registration at the internal DWD GitLab repository (https://gitlab.dkrz.de/) 
in the icon-nwp/icon-nwp-scm-2te + apdf branch. All figures were generated with the Python matplotlib pack-
age (Hunter, 2007). This project took advantage of netCDF software developed by UCAR/Unidata (http://doi.
org/10.5065/D6H70CW6).
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